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My After Cloud is a desktop and mobile app which gives people the ability to digitally 
store records of their treasured moments for friends and family. The app is designed 
for people who are facing life limiting illness, enabling them to exert some control over 
their lives by creating and curating the content for their future cloud-based memorial.

The application allows users to record and store audio recordings, post images, write letters, 
or create a daily journal in a secure group setting. The application is very different from the 
leading social media services that offer some of these features in two important respects:

First, My After Cloud is specifically designed around the needs of the end of life user. The 
service integrates around a secure, simple, easy-to-use system. There’s no bewildering links 
to external websites, no intrusive advertising, My After Cloud offers a calm personal haven in 
which users can express their personal thoughts.

Secondly, My After Cloud also gives account holders the ability to future post (using text, 
links, images, audio and mobile video), to assist them to celebrate any future occasion, in the 
knowledge that all future content will be locked until a specified date and only made available 
to specified group members via password protection.

Feedback from organisations involved in the provision of end-of-life care has been wholly  
positive. It is envisaged that the app will also assist loved ones, family, and friends with their 
grieving process and make a positive contribution to their mental health & wellbeing.

Moments

Moments are collections of content and 
could contain text, images, audio and 
videos. For example:

•  A video wishing your daughter Happy 
Birthday and a poem you wrote for 
her special day.

 •  Audio message for your family, 
wishing them a Merry Christmas 
and sharing your favourite Christmas 
memories as images.

•  An anniversary letter for your partner, 
including photos and videos from your 
wedding day.

 •  A simple message to someone that 
you care about, saying something 
that you’ve always wanted to say.

Key Features

• Easy to use, logical menu system.

•  Allows users to record and store  
personal messages in text, audio 
and video format.

•  Securely stores photographs that 
can be shared with loved ones and 
saved as a legacy.

•  Friends & family able to reply to 
messages and post their own 
pictures and video/voice messages.

•  Allows friends & family to add 
content after loved ones have gone 
and create a cloud-based memorial.

•  Available on Android and IOS 
platforms, accessible by desktop.

Securely stores and shares records of treasured moments
All messages stored in a secure cloud-based environment 
conforming to ISO/IEC 27118 standards. 

Enables users to “future post” to a specific date
Uniquely, My After Care allows users to post messages to named 
individuals to be delivered on a specified date in the future. 

Enables friends & family to create a cloud-based memorial
Authorised friends can add their own messages and photographs 
at any time, enabling the creation of a cloud-based memorial that  
celebrates the life of a loved one and provides a comforting legacy.

Sharing treasured moments
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